Introduction
The Mantel-Haenszel(1959) estimator of the common odds ratio in a series of 2 X 2 tables is widely used by practicing statisticians and epidemiologists. In spite of this popularity, until recently it lacked a robust variance estimator. Hauck (1979) proposed a variance based on a "large-stratum" limiting model (Model I) wherein the number of tables remained fixed but individual cell sizes increased without bound. Breslow (1981) , using a "sparsedata" limiting model (Model 11) in which the number of tables increased but the cell sizes remained bounded, proposed one variance based on the conditional distribution of the observations in each table given fixed marginal totals and a second empirical variance that was more easily calculated. Since this latter variance is inconsistent under Model I, Breslow and Liang (1982) later suggested a weighted average of the Hauck and empirical variances that has a theoretical justification under either limiting model. This paper proposes a Mantel-Haenszel variance based on the unconditional distribution of the data that is both easily computed and consistent under each limiting model. Monte Carlo experiments compare its performance with that of the previously proposed estimators. The discussion attempts to clarify the relationship between the two limiting models.
Sparse Data
Consider a series of K 2 x 2 tables with the first row of each table formed by pairs of independent binomial observations (Xk, Yk) with denominators ( n k , mk), success probabil-
Biornetrics, June 1986 ities (plk, pok), k E ( I , . . . , K}, and common odds ratio $. We assume that as K m only a finite number of different denominator configurations (nk, rnk) occur (Model 11) . This would be the appropriate limiting model for a matched or finely stratified case-control study in which nk, rnk denote the number of cases and controls and Xk, Yk the number exposed in each set. Let Nk = nk + rnk, tk = Xk + Yk, Rk = Xk(rnk -Yk)/Nk, S k = Yk(nk -Xk)/Nk, and N+ = C k Nk. The Mantel-Haenszel estimator is +MH = C k Rk/& Sk. Under mild restrictions on the sequences of nuisance parameters {pOk}, $MH will be asymptotically normal with asymptotic mean il/. (Since Rk, Skare bounded random variables, a sufficient condition is that + be finite and nonzero and furthermore that the pok do not converge toward 0 or 1 as K + m.) Let varA and EA represent asymptotic variances and expectations while var and E represent their exact counterparts conditional on PO^. Writing JMH -$ = (RkSkand noting that E(Rk -+Sk) = 0, we can conclude from the central limit theorem and Slutsky's theorem that
Note that if the pok were independent and identically distributed with common distribution function F, then the asymptotic normality of $MH would hold both conditional on pok and unconditionally. Furthermore, since E(Rk -$ S k ( pOk)= 0, by the weak law of large numbers the above variance expression would hold in either case. Thus, our results cover both random and fixed sequences {pok}.
Breslow (1 98 1) proposed both a "conditional" estimator of the Mantel-Haenszel variance defined by where the estimator GMH is substituted for the unknown rC/ in actual computation, and an empirical estimator given by This paper proposes two new estimators of the Mantel-Haenszel variance defined by where and we drop the subscript k when referring to a single 2 x 2 table; and where P k = (Xk + mk -Yk)/Nk, Qk = (Yk + Xk)/Nk, R+ = C k Rk, and S+= C k Sk.
The corresponding estimators of K varA(ln +MH) are
In contrast to Vc, Vus and VU are easily computed. In addition, we will show that, like Vc and in contrast with VE, VU and Vus are consistent under both large-strata and sparse data limiting models. Vu is not invariant under the interchange of rows in each 2 x 2 We show all four estimators of K varA(qMH) are consistent under limiting Model 11. An estimator will be consistent if it can be written as the ratio of consistent estimators of the numerator and the denominator of (I). If + is known and we can find an unbiased estimator &(+) of var(R -+S), then C k &(+)/K will be consistent for the numerator by the weak law of large numbers applied to sums of nonidentically distributed, bounded, and unbiased estimators. Furthermore, since $MH 3 +, if C k &($)/K is a smooth function of +, then ~k & ( q M H ) /will be consistent as well.
is the exact variance of R -+Sunder the noncentral hypergeometric distribution for X with parameters (n, m, t) and noncentrality parameter +. It is a smooth function of +, and E[&(+)] = var(R -+S) since E(R -+SI t) = 0 (Breslow, 1981) . Similarly, JE(+) = (R -+S)2 is unbiased for var(R -+S) since E(R -+S) = 0. Furthermore, E(&~(+) I t] = var(R -+SIt). Since E(SI t) and S are unbiased for E(S), it follows that K v % -~( $~~) and K V%E($MH) are consistent. Now define A = (1/N2)(+-1)2npl(l-pl)mpo(l-PO) and -+u(+) was constructed by replacing p i , po by X/n, Ylm, respectively, whenever they occur in B. 
Large Strata
Under Model I, the number of tables K remains fixed but, for each k, Nk + co in such a way that nk/Nk and Nk/N+ approach nonzero limits l k and rk, where N+ = C;==, Nk.
Lemma 2. N+v&($MH) and ~+vi&c($MH) consistently estimate N+varA($MH) under Model I but N+v%E($MH) does not.
ProoJ: Hauck (1979) showed that where the asymptotic expectations and variances are defined under Model I and where 
Monte Carlo Experiments
Several Monte Carlo experiments were conducted to compare the performance of various estimators of the variance of 1n(SMH). As noted by Breslow and Liang (1 982), the distribution of $MH can be quite skew in moderate size samples and inference on $ is better based on approximating the distribution of ln($MH) by the normal. We included in the experiment the four variance estimators defined earlier and VH, VBL, VHG as defined below. First, with is the estimator originally proposed by Hauck, except Hauck did not add .5 to each cell when computing w. Since V H is not invariant under interchange of rows or columns (Ury, 1982) , Breslow and Liang (1 982) proposed that a symmetrized version be used in their "combined" estimator VH and VHS are inconsistent under limiting Models I1 and I11 (Breslow and Liang, 1982) . VBL is consistent under limiting Models I and I1 but will be inconsistent under limiting Model I11 if mk/K is bounded away from 0 for k E ( 1, . . . ,K ) . Ury, 1982) We performed two sets of Monte Carlo experiments. Each set determined an incomplete factorial design with 1000 Monte Carlo trials per experiment. We chose 1000 trials in order to estimate the actual coverage rate of 90% and 95% confidence intervals to within several percent. The first set, summarized in Tables Breslow and Liang (1982) were in error (Breslow and Liang, 1984) . The results reported here serve to correct their Tables 2 and 3 .
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When rn = 80 we did not compute Vc but considered VHG as an approximation to Vc in order to save computing costs. This is justified theoretically by the fact that as rn and we did not compute VC.
Binomial random variables were generated using IMSL subroutine GGBN on an IBM 434 1. When ~k Rk = 0 or ~k S k = 0 in a given trial, we completely ignored the trial for estimation of var(1n $MH). Nonetheless we considered such a trial to represent a failure of the confidence interval to cover the true parameter. Finally, we accumulated the 1000 trials in 20 batches of 50 trials so that standard errors of empirical standard errors could beestimated. Tables 1-4 summarize the results. Vu and Vus gave similar results. Therefore, only VUs is reported. With $ s 3.5, ~n ( $~~) was essentially unbiased (data not shown). In these instances Vus and Vc were unbiased and gave nominal coverage rates to within Monte Carlo sampling variation. When K < 20, VE was biased downward and failed to reach nominal coverage rates. In sparse data V H was biased upward and gave excessive coverage rates. In sparse data when m was small, VHG was biased upward and gave excessive coverage rates. In sparse data when m was large, VBL was biased upward and gave excessive coverage rates. It follows that VBL recomputed with VHG substituted for VHS in the expression for VBL would have performed nearly as well as Vc or VUS. Although VC was in most experiments more efficient than Vu or VUs, in other experiments (e.g., n = I, m = 2, K = 50, $ = 3.5), the efficiency rankings were reversed. It may be somewhat surprising that Vu can ever be as efficient as VC since, with $ known, &($) and E(S I t) are, respectively, the minimum variance unbiased estimators of var(R -$S) and E(S). Presumably in sparse data the variability in $MH and correlations between numerator and denominator can destroy any significant benefit that might accrue from using Vc, which depends only on $MH and t, in lieu of VU.
When $ = 6.5, ln($MH) can be biased in sparse data unless Kis quite large (Jewell, 1984) . For instance, with n = 1, m = 1, K = 400, the bias of ln($MH) was .40. When K = 1600, ln($MH) was unbiased. When all values of plk and p~k were between .I and .9, 1n(JMH) was nearly unbiased for n = 1, m = 1, K = 100, $ = 6.5.
Estimation of ~a r * ( $~~) in the Cox Proportional Hazards Model
Assume (nh, mk, ta) are fixed constants for k E ( I , . . . ,K ) and Xk is distributed noncentral hypergeometric with noncentrality parameter $ such that nk is bounded as K + m. JMH is still asymptotically normal with the asymptotic mean $ (Breslow, 1981 ).
Previously we noted that E[$,($) 1 t] = var(R -$Sl t), i E (C, E). Surprisingly, E[$U($)I t] = var(R -$27 I t) even though t is fixed rather than being the sum of independent binomial random variables. We established this result for the special case t = 1. A referee kindly supplied the proof given in Theorem 1 of the Appendix for arbitrary t. By arguments essentially identical to those given in Section 2, the variance estimators defined there will be consistent in the above hypergeometric limiting model for all t. We now apply these results to the evaluation of estimators of varA(ln JMH) in the Cox proportional hazards model.
Consider a cohort survival study in continuous time composed of J strata with n, exposed (E) and m, unexposed (E) individuals in stratum j. With X,(u I .) being the hazard in stratum j at time u, assume XJ(u I E ) = $X,(u I E ) and that an independent censoring mechanism is operating. Let ulJ < ul, < UL, be the ordered failure times in stratum j.
Consider the set of 2 x 2 tables with nl,, ml, the number of exposed and unexposed individuals at risk just prior to ulJ and with XI, + YI, = 1 = tlJ where XIJ = 1 if an exposed individual failed at u,, and XIJ = 0 otherwise. Since correct large-sample inference concerning $ is obtained by treating (XIJ I no, mlJ, tlJ) as independent noncentral hypergeometric random variables with noncentrality parameter $ (Crowley, Liu, and Voelkel, 1982) , it follows that regardless of the orientation of the 2 X 2 tables, Vu, Vus, VC, and V E will be consistent for varA(ln $MH) both in a limiting model in which J + m, but n,, m, remain bounded, and in a model in which J remains bounded but n,, m, + m. These results continue to hold under a sampling scheme in which the case and a random sample of noncases are sampled without replacement from each risk set (Oakes, 198 1) . In the limiting model in which J remains bounded, if the entire risk set is sampled, mlJ + m for all 1,j and therefore VHG will be consistent but VBL will not.
If ties occur (i.e., if tl, can exceed l), then under the discrete time logistic model discussed by Cox (1972) , In $MH is consistent for the logistic parameter. Furthermore, under either risk set sampling plan defined above and regardless of table orientation, VU, VUS, and VC will be consistent. Table 5 presents an empirical comparison of the four variance estimators that we believe will have continuing value for applications. The first two data sets are examples of matched sets to which the estimators VC, VUs, or VE would ordinarily be applied. Note that all three of these variances are identical for 1:l pair matching. Even VHG, which we know to be inconsistent with such sparse data, yields numerical results that are reasonably close in this example. Simplified computing formulas are available when VE is applied to matched sets (Connett et al., 1982; Fleiss, 1984) . " Breslow and Day (1980, p. 167) .
. Some Examples
Ibid (p. 174). See also Connett et al. (1982) . Ibid (p. 137).
* Gart ( 1971, Table 2 ).
The next two data sets illustrate the type of large strata to which VC, VUS, or VHG would ordinarily be applied. The Ille-et-Vilaine data consist of 975 subjects classified into six 2 x 2 tables defined by age, while the Avadex data consist of 317 mice grouped into four 2 x 2 tables on the basis of sex and strain. The bias in VE is quite evident, especially with the Avadex data, but the other three are all close.
In summary, one could recommend the use of Vu, Vus, or VC for all types of data; VHG when m > 8 or so in all tables; and VE for matched sets or finely stratified data. Vus, in particular, is robust, symmetric, and easily computed. Variance estimators analogous to Vus for the Mantel-Haenszel risk and rate ratios and risk and rate differences are given by Greenland and Robins (1985) . A variance estimator analogous to VC for the MantelHaenszel rate ratio is given by Breslow (1984 
